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101 Keys to Your Prosperity

It affects whether you get sick and how fast you heal if ..... That dog don't hunt. You can't be a "little bit pregnant" and real prosperity means .... it to go PRIVATELY. ..... book, Randy Gage reveals 101 keys to manifesting that prosperity in your ... 
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A Personal Message from Randy Gage I was fifteen years old, sitting in a jail cell for armed robbery. A visit from a complete stranger started a chain of events that would dramatically alter the course of my life. One simple statement he made to me changed the way I felt about myself. And when that changed—everything changed . . . It's amazing how the way you think about yourself changes the way you think about the world. You begin to understand that the only way to change the world is to change yourself. This was a lesson I was to learn again, at a much deeper level, 15 years later when my business failed. It was that business failure—and the introspection it caused me—that led me to the extraordinary levels of success I have since attained. It also began a 15 year journey of research and study in the areas of selfdevelopment, human potential, and how we shatter self-limiting beliefs that hold us back. Or more specifically—how we can tap into the power of our subconscious mind to achieve greatness. To manifest prosperity in all areas of our life: relationships, health, finance, sexuality, and overall success. Along the way, I've discovered some fascinating insights into the "lack" and limitation beliefs you are programmed with, beginning as a toddler, and continuing until five minutes ago. Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, you're being assaulted with messages. These messages from friends, family, TV, radio, Internet, your government, and even your place of worship are mostly negative programming at the subconscious level. Programming which holds you back from achieving or sometimes even attempting success. Until you uncover and counteract this programming, it exists on the subconscious level, causing you to sabotage the success you are seeking. This subconscious programming also infects the way you feel about money, sex, relationships, and your body. It affects whether you get sick and how fast you heal if you do get ill. I've also discovered that ninety percent of reaching any achievement is the belief that you will do so. And I've found a way to develop and nurture that belief. The belief gives you confidence, the confidence causes you to act, and the actions put you over the top. Discoveries like these and many more like them, led me to the work I do today. I believe I have truly discovered my assignment. Sharing what I have learned about the power of the mind, and the principles of prosperity has opened new lives of abundance for many around the world. It is my hope that you too, will benefit from your exposure to these teachings. You are open to it, you will find this magazine packed with resources that can enrich, enlighten and empower you on this expedition we call life. Enjoy the journey! –RG 2
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Prosperous Living



| Building Wealth



“Poverty is not an absence of money and things—it



is a state of mind.



Prosperity is not an abundance of money and things—it is also a state of mind.” Do you realize that you are very likely sabotaging your own achievements? Doing things that derail your business, keep you sick, unhappy, unhealthy, or broke? (Or all of the above.) You can think you want to be successful, but actually be doing things to stop it from happening to you. All I know is that it took me losing my business, selling the furniture, sleeping on the floor, and eating macaroni and cheese three times a day for months to discover a very fascinating thing . . . What I discovered about success and prosperity was that it had almost nothing to do with opportunities, chance, luck—or even training,
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education, or skill. It had everything to do with consciousness, beliefs, and even subconscious programming that you aren't aware of. Last year I had a dialogue via e-mail with my friend Stuart Goldsmith in London. Stuart attended my Bermuda Boot Camp and used to publish an insightful newsletter in the U.K. on success. He wrote me about his desire to create a work at home type of plan to help people get off government assistance and become independent. (He thought perhaps an envelope stuffing, assembly, or similar type of plan might work. One done honestly, not the many rip-off schemes that currently prey on these people.)



I want to share some of what I wrote him back on the subject of prosperity consciousness—because I think it's the most important element in your success. Some of what I write may strike you as uncaring, jaded, cynical, or heartless. In actuality, once you understand the principles involved, you'll understand that my comments only come from wanting the highest good for others. And you may find them very appropriate—and very uncomfortable—for your own life. Try as I might to embrace Stuart's idea for a home work program for welfare recipients, it still reeks to me as rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic. Creating home work jobs for most of



these people is casting pearls before swine or whatever appropriate cliché you'd like to substitute. (See how cynical and uncaring I sound already!) I still believe that what I said is true though, based on my own experience, and that of the "circle of losers," I associated with for the first 30 years of my life. You could have given any of us a home work program designed to make us a millionaire and we would have snatched defeat from the jaws of victory. Why? Because we did not have the consciousness to be wealthy—or healthy—or happy. We were professional "victims." When I started a business, the county started construction on the highway, the next time I had a crooked partner, and another time the economy went bad. Finally the last time, the IRS seized my restaurant for non-payment of taxes, and auctioned it off on the courthouse steps. Which left me with no car, no house, no money, no job, and $55,000 in debt . . . Which ultimately was the best thing that happened to me. By losing everything, I finally stopped looking at all the outside factors (crooked partner, IRS, economy, etc.), and started looking at the inside ones. Or more specifically, ask the question, "Was there ONE person who was always at the scene of the crime?" Of course I didn't like the answer I came up with, but it was the true one. All those outside factors were being manifested by me because I: • Had a subconscious fear of success; • Lacked Self-esteem; and, • Didn't believe I was worthy of success. It's very easy to cry victim and get your share of love, sympathy, etc. I was certainly the poster boy. And of course I surrounded myself with other victim friends who would commiserate



with me. We would gather at every opportunity and share our tragedies with each other. I would explain how those assholes at the power company shut off my lights, because I was one lousy day late; my friend Mike would top that with how he was getting evicted by his rich, heartless landlord; I would come back with how my license plate was impounded for unpaid parking tickets, and the battle would wage on. And of course there is nothing worse than when your friends have a worse tragedy than you do! You have to immediately manifest a tumor, meteorite landing on your car, or some other calamitous event to ensure that you get your proper share of sympathy. And before you disregard this as mystical fluff, I am talking about rational, scientific events here. Ex: you are attracted to another dysfunctional alcoholic spouse, choose another dishonest partner, open a business without doing the due diligence, spend your money on cigarettes and beer, but have none left to pay the rent, or a million and one other possibilities. Yes it's true other people aren't getting thrown out on the street—but that's because they pay their mortgage. Yes it's true that other people don't have their tire blow out on their way to the interview for that good job—but that's because they deferred getting cable TV and bought new tires when they needed them. Poverty is not an absence of money and things—it is a state of mind. Prosperity is not an abundance of money and things—it is also a state of mind. The state-run lottery here is the perfect example. People with money never buy tickets. They know it's stupid, with odds of winning of one in 22 million. Or they buy one ticket a week, as playful entertainment. Who buys the vast majority of lottery tickets? Very poor people. Who gamble away the money they



need for good nutrition, work clothes, bus fare to a job interview, etc., etc.— because they "need" to win. And you know that when they do win $20 million—it will destroy their life. And they will be broke again in ten years. Why? Because they don't have prosperity consciousness. They see themselves as poor victims who "need" some of the money, "luck" and "chances" that rich people have. And just like if you give them a lottery pay-off, the home work opportunity will have the same result, although less dramatic. In their subconscious mind, they see themselves as poor, so they always manifest results that keep them poor. Without even knowing it, they hate rich people and resent what they have. So when they start to get to a certain level of success (as I did), a silent alarm goes off in their subconscious mind that says, "Hey you better be careful. If you keep doing what you're doing, you're going to end up like one of those evil, mean and nasty rich people! You'll change, and then your friends won't like you anymore." So they will find ways (like I did) to sabotage their success. Which in the work-at-home program would manifest as theft, fraud, shoddy standards (getting their 3 year old to do it), begging for extra work, early payment, more payment because they "really need it," lots of problems regarding missing work packets and missing payments, and lots of work never returned or heard from again. How do we change this state of affairs? Well first we must acknowledge the "data-sphere"—the Internet, TV, telephone, magazines, radio, friends, family, newspapers, e-mail, governments, organized religion, and other "agenda setters." And we must recognize that this data-sphere is continually programming people 24/7, and that almost 95% of it is lack and limitation programming.
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Prosperous Living



| Building Wealth



In America, the microcosm for the mass culture can always be found in the entertainment industry. Watch the movies, study the Nielson ratings and check out the New York Times bestseller list. When is the last time you saw a billionaire or multimillionaire portrayed in a positive light in the media? Think of the coverage provided on Bill Gates, Larry Ellison, Ross Perot, Howard Hughes, or Ted Turner, on down to the millionaire on Gilligan's Island. I actually read a serious Op-Ed piece by Ralph Nader—chastising Bill Gates and other billionaires for not redistributing their money to the poor people of the world! I used to think Nader was a good guy. Obviously, he has lost his mind. And Gates, like a moron, actually released a statement defending himself. Like the fact that he doesn't give away all the money he worked so hard to earn, needs to be defended. You will see that intelligent people like Jim Carey, Howard Stern, and David Letterman are making fortunes—exploiting the appetites of a growing audience of functional idiots. And make no mistake; people like Stern and these others are brilliant. Usually genius. And they have learned that the lower they lower the common denominator—the better it sells. Make a movie like The Insider and you'll garner lots of critical acclaim, but you won't sell much popcorn. Create Dumb and Dumber, The Waterboy or Deuce Bigalow and you will take in hundreds of millions of dollars. It's like shooting fish in a barrel. Aaron Spelling has become one of the most prolific and successful producers of all time, creating cheesy T&A shows. Over the last couple of decades, to keep up with the mass market tastes, the shows have had to get cheesier, show more and bigger breasts, extra liposculptured asses, and they have deteriorated to the intelligence level of a cucumber. So now our "pesky poor people" are watching FIVE HOURS A DAY of TV. And what are the hottest shows? Survivor, Temptation Island, and The Weakest Link. All shows that pander 6



Although I see prosperity in a spiritual context—the laws of prosperity are actually very scientific and quite tangible. The only free cheese is in the mousetrap. Until someone identifies their underlying lack programming, and gives up their ownership of being a victim—I'm afraid all the work at home/office/anywhere programs are simply a band-aid over a cancerous tumor. Living the Abundant Life You Were Promised . . . As crazy as this may sound to you—I believe you were born to be rich. In fact, I even think that being poor is a sin. (More about that in a moment.) But first, let's look at what true prosperity really is. It is healthy, happy relationships, fulfilling work, contributing to a greater good, beautiful sunsets, morning rain, abundant health, rainbows and nature. AND it is sleek cars, beautiful homes, exotic locales and stunning clothes. I say that because there is a lot of lack programming and very erroneous information going around on the subject. Some people will tell you that prosperity has nothing to do with money. That's just plain silly. Yes, I know money doesn't buy happiness. But I also know that poverty breeds unhappiness, hopelessness, and despair. There are people who teach prosperity courses that are broke. They say things like, "Well I “In my faith we say, "God gives haven't manifested a lot of material things, but I am so you the light, but you still have blessed with health and to turn on the light switch." relationships, blah, blah." They have to say that, because otherwise you might doubt them when they The only way I know how to change climb into their '73 Pinto hatchback. all this is with education—raising people's consciousness. Not only do you have to Well I got news for you. That dog teach people to fish—you have to teach don't hunt. You can't be a "little bit them why they must WANT TO FISH pregnant" and real prosperity means FOR THEMSELVES—instead of in all sense of the word—which looking for the Friday night all-you-canincludes money, cars, homes, and the eat fish fry. luxuries of life.



to their basest instinct. Sex. Consumption. Victim-hood. Gossip. Lack and limitation. These shows, and of course the commercial messages, show them how they can have all their desires now— instant gratification—and worry about paying for them later. Get a car lease with no money down. Furniture with no payments for a year. They extend them credit till they are spending 145% of what they earn. Then market them Cheetos, Fritos, Doritos . . . chocolate brownies with mocha-crunch ice cream, slathered in caramel, drizzled with chocolate and covered with marshmallow and whipped cream . . . Pizza Hut meat lovers pan pizza with extra cheese, stuffed crust. Then they sell 'em Diet Pepsi, herbal wraps, ephedrine supplements, bunsof-steel videos, liposuction, and magic "dream away the pounds" potions. It's so easy it's almost comical. If it wasn't so tragic. Another perfect example is the movie Titanic. That movie is programming people on AT LEAST 150 different levels that: • Money is bad; • Rich people are evil; and, • It's spiritual to be poor. And the more you like this movie— the more lack programming you have in your subconscious mind. So what's the result? It's the #1 grossing movie since the earth's crust cooled. And James Cameron makes $200 million— teaching you it's spiritual to be poor!



Continued on page 20.



Discover: · · · · · ·



Why you're supposed to be rich; The Seven Spiritual Laws you must live by; Ten steps to getting out of debt; How to use faith and the principle of attraction; Your special powers for prosperity; and, How to image—then manifest—boundless, limitless prosperity.



This powerful audio album by Randy Gage will help you uncover the subconscious "lack" programming you have which is holding you back. Then, you'll replace it with prosperity consciousness to manifest money, health, great relationships, happiness, and strong spiritual harmony. True prosperity comes from understanding and living by the spiritual laws that govern our world. This album takes you through each of the Seven Spiritual Laws that govern prosperity-and how to apply them. You will learn the ancient secrets to manifest prosperity in your own life. Take a journey of spiritual enlightenment and discover the prosperity you were born to live. You will learn the practical applications so you can manifest prosperity in your life now. You'll learn about faith, the principle of attraction, and even how to use creativity to get the bills paid!



"The prosperity series reinforces principles I have been taught and lived by throughout my life. The information in them has taught me how to put these principles together and extend them to manifest wonderful prosperous blessings in my life." –A. Bliss, West Jordan, UT "I've taken on everything you say about prosperity thinking, and it really works. There are blessings happening all around me. I'm very grateful that I took the coaching & ordered these tapes. Thank you." –N. Brullo, Aston, PA Available in Audio CD or Cassette.



This is the most specific, detailed, and comprehensive album ever produced on how to manifest prosperity in your life. Get it today and accept the abundance that is your birthright! Available from Prime Concepts Group, 1-800-432-4243 | 316-942-1111 Or order online at: www.ProsperityUniverse.com 7



Prosperous Living



| Protecting Wealth



Protect Your Assets, Insure Your Privacy &



Build Your Own Dynasty! Special Trust Structure Not Just for the



Ultra-Rich…



Kate called me over to the fax machine. "I think you should see this," she intoned. It was a purchase order for more than $250,000. It was the biggest order we had ever received. I waited three days for the money to clear, then went out and bought my third sports car. About two months later, I locked down a $40,000 a month consulting contract. Then I went out and bought my fourth exotic automobile. Nouveau riche. White trash with money. Pick the cliché, but that was me. My whole childhood I dreamed of owning a fire-breathing, sleek, powerful muscle machine. So naturally as soon as I had a little cash, I went overboard. Flashy cars, interior designers, imported furniture, designer clothes, and big tips. I spent money like a drunken sailor. And know what?
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cars, tip big, and spend enough with Prada and Armani to support the GNP of a small developing country. But these days I make lots more money, and I've learned to manage it as well. I still have fun making money. But now I also have fun protecting my money, and putting it to work making even more money. In some future issues, we'll talk about ways you can put your money to work. But for this issue let's concentrate on keeping what you've already got. And doing what you want with it, without giving huge chunks of it to the government.



I'm glad I did. I think it's a phase you have to go through when you first get money. It was one of the coolest times of my life, and I hope everyone can experience what I did.



Taxation is getting worse all over the world. The more money you get, the more people want to get it from you. And with the Internet, all public records are open to any 17-year-old kid on AOL. So you need to do some things to protect your privacy, and keep your business from reaching the eyes of people who would defraud you.



Now the funny this is, I still drive exotic



I've just finished doing something that I



recommend strongly to you. I am setting up a Revocable Living Trust. This is the best way I know to protect your assets, insure your privacy, and provide for those that you love. You've probably heard of Trusts and assumed they are just for the billionaires and mega-millionaires. Nothing could be further from the truth. Almost everyone I know should have one of these Trusts set up. Most people don't even have a Will. They don't like to think about such things. I had someone very close to me die without a Will, and it was a real mess, with people still feeling hurt five years later! And Wills bring a lot of problems of their own. They're messy, they're the most contested document, they're very expensive, and they are public knowledge. And they do nothing for you while you're alive! Did you know that when you clear probate with a Will, the fees can eat away 5 to 10% of your assets! For a $100,000 estate, that's ten grand—gone! For a million dollar estate, you'll donate



$100,000 to the lawyers government bureaucrats. Bam!



and



A Revocable Living Trust lets you create a pool of wealth that not only survives your death, it even allows you some options to support loved ones and causes while you are still alive. It's like being able to distribute your Will, but while you're still around to enjoy it! The super wealthy have been doing this for years. In fact, Bill Gates recently transferred $24 billion to the Trust that he and his wife Melinda formed. And last time I checked, he was making out ok. Say you've read Rich Dad, Poor Dad, and you're committed to making your money work for you. You've started a savings plan, and maybe you hold some Certificates of Deposit, stocks or bonds. You own your own home, and maybe you've invested in a duplex or other rental property. You create a simple Revocable Living Trust, and name yourself as the managing Trustee. And you name your spouse or responsible adult child as the Successor Trustee. They would manage the Trust after your death. Next, you transfer your property, savings account, and other investments into the Trust. Then you name your children and/or grandchildren as the major beneficiaries. You can also include the Opera, your church, the Make-A-Wish Foundation, or any other charity of your choosing as beneficiaries.



This is without a doubt, the best way to transfer your wealth to the people and causes you want it to go to. It happens instantaneously, and privately. And you don't end up donating ten percent of your assets to government hacks, so they can finance public transportation that goes nowhere, study the flow rate of ketchup, and buy $800 ashtrays. Your money transfers where you want it to go PRIVATELY. This may be more important than you know. When you file a will, everything is in the public domain. Anyone can see who your beneficiaries are, and exactly how much they receive. This makes them targets for pesky salespeople and litigation-happy attorneys. Potentially much worse, they can become victims of kidnappers, con men, and other criminal elements when the amounts are substantial. A Living Trust usually costs between $2,000 and $5,000. In very large estates, the legal fees could be in the tens of thousands. So many people are scared away by the cost. (Not realizing of course that they will eventually pay LOTS MORE with a standard Will.) Or they will simply put it off until they think they can better afford it. What they don't know is that there is a perfect, low-cost alternative . . . You can set up your own Living Trust right now, and do it without paying thousands (or even tens of thousands) of dollars to do it. In fact, I just did it myself with a Complete-ItYourself Living Trust Kit.



“You've probably heard of Trusts and assumed they are just for the billionaires and mega-millionaires. Nothing could be further from the truth . . .” When you die, your assets are automatically transferred to your beneficiaries immediately— no probate, no courts, and no mess.



With this powerful resource you can prepare a Living Trust yourself, without even using an attorney! Really. Because it was created by one.



The Living Trust Kit was prepared by Steven Allen, an estate attorney, who has been practicing in this field for years. I met Steve, and was immediately



impressed with his expertise in this area. Visit his website and read all the details. It's very affordable, and it will save you thousands in legal fees. And of course enable you to protect and transfer your assets, all in complete privacy. I know you'll be glad you did. You'll find all the details at: w w w.d o i t y o u r s e l f l i vingt r u s t.c o m



P.S. To you guys living here in the States. You are probably aware of the new HIPAA law on medical privacy recently passed here in the States. This new law creates some nightmare situations regarding your healthcare, and the Revocable Living Trust Kit has a solution for them.



Key #17: “The fastest way to



become wealthy is to find ways to provide value to others.” Key #26: “Man can manifest



prosperity from the ether by the power of ideas, vision, and imagination.” Key #48: “The universe makes the



light available to you, but you must still turn on the light switch.” Key #68: “If you don't invest in



you, why should anyone else?” Key #22: “Increase your wisdom



and you will always manifest a corresponding increase in wealth.” Key #33: “Your



income and prosperity will be the average of your five closet friends.” Excerpts from Randy Gage’s 101 Keys to Your Prosperity 9



Achieve Your True Potential with the Dynamic Development Series



24 Lessons on Health, Abundance, and Success



H



ailed when it was released as the ultimate self-development resource,



this is a 24-step journey to happiness and enlightenment. It will nurture your innate talents, turbo charge your personal growth, and help you achieve the greatness that is uniquely yours. Both volumes contain 12 lessons from human achievement expert Randy Gage with a lesson, and some "homework" to complete. And on some audios Randy interviews some of the biggest names in personal growth for their unique, potent, and powerful insights. Many different facets of an abundant life are covered, from prosperity to goal setting, happiness to creativity, and health to



Here is what you will discover in Volume One of your journey of challenge, exploration, and growth. 1) Crossing the Fringe of Fear. 01



4) Choosing Happiness 04



Learn how to transcend fear and turn obstacles



How you can choose happiness—even in the face



into opportunities.



of change, challenge and other obstacles.



2) Creativity: Unleashing the Power of You 02



5) The Power to Heal 05



Tap into your innate creativity to dance, write, paint, build,



Thought-provoking insights on healing from Aborigine



compose, design or other creative endeavors.



medicine men to the power of the mind.



3) Spiritual Prosperity 03



06 6) Achieving Optimum Health



Use spiritual laws to manifest health, wealth



How to wake up each day brimming over with



and abundance in your life.



vitality, enthusiasm and passion.



In Volume Two, you'll move on to new adventures and new breakthroughs. 1] Crafting Your Vision 01



05 5] Balancing Life and Work



How to create and manifest the vision of what you



Insights from Career Coach Tom Welch on how to



want to become.



work happy and live healthy.



2] Discovering Yourself 02



06 6] Self Identity



Randy chats with Lisa Jimenez on knowing your purpose



How to really think for yourself, not what others



and the journey to self-discovery.



program you with.



3] Connecting With Others… 03



07 7] Viruses of the Mind



Especially Yourself



A fascinating interview with Richard Brodie on "memetics,"



An interview with author Arnie Warren on how to



and how you protect yourself against viruses of the mind.



communicate with different personality types 04 4] Unleashing Your Twelve Powers



Learn the secrets to life enrichment by activating



08 8] Communicating With Passion



Brian Norris on how to get your message out with power, passion and love.



the 12 powers in you.



This 24-lesson program has been called "the MBA of p 10



money management. If you want to break out of self-imposed limitations and break through to your true potential—the Dynamic Development Series is the perfect resource for you. It's a continuing roadmap on your journey of personal development. Each lesson brings you on an in-depth study in some area of human achievement, whether body, mind or soul. You'll discover new truths about yourself and uncover old ones. You'll desire more, obtain more, and accomplish more . . . by becoming more.



7) Meditation 07



10) 10 The Power of Man



Experience inner peace by traveling to the space



Learn how to shatter self-limiting beliefs from the



between thoughts.



extraordinary W. Mitchell.



8) Goal Setting for Positive Results 08 The real truth about setting and getting your goals. 09 9) Achieving Optimum Performance



11) 11 Creating Loving Relationships Discover how to attract—and keep— healthy relationships. 12 Developing Leadership 12)



You'll hear from several extraordinary experts on



This is one of the most important skills you'll ever



how to get peak results in your life.



need. Learn how to develop it.



Get both volumes and take the 24-step journey to enlightenment 09 9] Finding Your Path



Human development expert Jim Cathcart, on how to "nurture your nature" to discover your own innate talents. 10 1 Self Empowerment



"Mr. Impact," Desi Williamson on how you develop the ability to get yourself to take action. 11 1 Managing Your Money



Discover your real programming about money and learn how to create a plan for financial security from money expert Hank Brock. 12 1 Working on You



How you see things dictates how you perform. Stephen Garber from People Development, Inc reveals how to accept your power and achieve the things you want.



personal development."



Available in Audio CD or Cassette. Available from:



Prime Concepts Group



1.800.432.4243 | 316.942.1111 Or order online at:



www.ProsperityUniverse.com
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Randy Gage's 30-Day Prosperity Program It is the first resource of its kind ever developed in the world. The Midas Mentality will transform you from lack and limitation programming to prosperity consciousness. For 30 days, Randy will work with you, helping you go through the same transformation that he did. Level upon level, he will help you peel away limiting beliefs and replace them with beliefs that serve you. Level upon level, he will help you identify fears and conquer them. And level upon level, he will guide you in a metamorphosis of your thought process—from how sick, unhappy and broke people think—to the way healthy, happy, rich people do. It is a multi-media format, scientifically developed to literally change the way you think. You will create new neural pathways in your brain, develop your critical thinking skills, and foster whole brain synchronicity between the two hemispheres of your brain. You will develop the multi-millionaire's mindset, which is the first—and most critical—step to becoming one. This program goes beyond anything that has ever been done before. Because Randy takes the tireless wisdom of prosperity and gives you practical application on how to apply it in your dayto-day life. On day one, you'll watch the DVD entitled, "The Science of Manifesting Prosperity." Then you'll install the CD-ROM into your computer. This will cause the "Randy Jr." character to pop up on your computer screen once each day, giving you one of his 101 keys to prosperity! Then on the next morning, you'll start the first of 30 daily lessons, each on an audio CD. You listen to each lesson, then go to your study guide and complete the day's task. On average, this will take you from 45 minutes to an hour per day. Do only one lesson each day, to ensure that it "sets," and you are at a different consciousness when you start the next day's lesson.



“Personally, I have seen the man earn $45,000 in a morning; $200,000 in a weekend; and more than $500,000 in 20 minutes! He is a Jedi Master of wealth and prosperity. By the time your 30 days are over, you will be a new person. Really.” — Ford Saeks, Founder, ProsperityPowerInstitute.com
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Learn how to create the mindset of a multi-m



The Midas Mentality 30-Day Prosperity program includes 2 DVDs, 30 individual CD lessons, follow-along workbook binder, and "Randy Jr." software to install on your PC. Here is the list of the lessons you will go through:



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.



You Are Worthy Who You Are Lessons in Truth What You Desire to Become What Your Future Looks Like Healing The Joy of Work Encouragement Finding the Peace Within Creating a Prosperity Vacuum Expecting Good The Miracle of Tithing Receiving the Riches Faith Filled Outlook Exercising Creativity for Prosperity



16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30.



Abundant Health Sacred Circle Divine Order Relationship Riches Freedom to Excel The Principle of Attraction Manifesting Momentum Gratitude Harmony in Mediation Circulating Prosperity The Power to Influence Successful Endeavors Programming Your Subconscious The Power of Forgiveness Taking Action



Following those thirty CDs and workbook lessons, you then watch the final DVD, "Putting Your Prosperity in Place." Of course the "Randy Jr." character will keep popping up everyday, to keep your thoughts on track. Trust me when I tell you that you will be thinking entirely different than when you started. You will have the mindset of a multi-millionaire, the single most important step to becoming one. You see, you can't be treated for prosperity; you can only be open to receiving it. By the time you finish this program, you will be. Really.



30 Audio CDs, 2 DVDs, and Study Guide



Available from:



1.800.432.4243 | 316.942.1111 www.ProsperityUniverse.com



Prime Concepts Group Or order online at:



-millionaire, and manifest it in your own life!
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Prosperous Living



| Expanding Wealth



By Billy Looper, MSRE Considering the shocking events of September 11, 2001, accounting scandals at some of our largest blue-chip corporations, the dot.com fallout, the war with Iraq, destabilization of Latin America, and the economic bust in Japan, it's a miracle our economy is sputtering along at all.



reasons, we love to own real estate. Our pride of home ownership is hard to measure but deeply ingrained in our culture and a driving force that needs to be recognized.



2. Independence – You can't take your GM stock certificate to their board of directors and demand they increase its value today. However, you can take a gallon of Due primarily to owners as well as investors rushing into paint and immediately increase the value of your real estate the real estate market, the economy is posting respectable investment. We all like to be in direct control of our financial growth figures. Rising housing prices and the equity being taken from refinancing are “ T h e r e are no perfect independence . . . when do we buy, when do we refinance . . . when do counterbalancing many of the investments. However, with we sell? Real estate gives you more economic declines in stocks and this many advantages, you independence and direct control pension funds. should be creating your own over your assets than almost all Investment in real estate has real estate empire.” other investment vehicles. If you proven an attractive vehicle purchased a business, you would be working seven days a during these turbulent times as it continues to provide 9% week and twelve hours a day. Although real estate requires to 10% returns, which combined with record low mortgage management, supervision, and bookkeeping, your time rates, can yield 14% and greater returns. investment is minimal compared to other businesses. So why is real estate such an attractive investment? 3. Basic Needs – When you invest in real estate for your 1. The Intangibles – To own real estate is "the American own use, your asset also provides basic shelter as well as a great Dream." For ego, for social status, for whatever emotional investment vehicle. 14



4. Wealth Building – Most of the wealth in this nation has been built with real estate. With relatively low barriers of entry, you can begin to build your real estate portfolio by buying real estate at a decent price, renovating the property to get "the most bang for the buck", refinancing based on the new appraised value, and using the tax-free cash to buy another property. You then enjoy positive cash flows (hopefully) and increase equity build-up by paying down the mortgage over the years and waiting for appreciation. To build substantial wealth, you should repeat this process or use tax-free exchanges to move from smaller properties to larger ones or from high-risk properties to low-risk properties. By investing in real estate, you can create and design your own retirement plan. 5. Cash Flow – While your tenants are paying off your mortgages and your expenses on the property, the cash flow is considered passive income, which is taxed at a lower rate than earned income. In addition, cash flows tend to increase over time offering one of the best weapons against inflation. 6. The Power of Leverage and Equity Buildup – A major attraction to real estate is being able to own and control a large asset with relatively little or none of your own money. Smart leverage can increase your yields substantially. Would you prefer to invest $10,000 and purchase $10,000 in stocks or invest $10,000 as a down payment to own and control $100,000 in real estate assets? Remember, you get to reap the benefits of appreciation based on the $100,000 asset not just the $10,000 down payment. In addition, each monthly payment reduces the principal on your mortgage, which increases your equity. 7. Tax Advantages – Whether sheltering other forms of income, sheltering cash flows from their real estate investments, enjoying favorable forms of capital gains treatment, or deferring taxes through installment sales or tax-deferred exchanges, savvy entrepreneurs like yourself use these real estate tax advantages to maximize returns. Total tax benefits include lower tax rates for passive income; no Social Security tax on the income; maintenance and repair, management, property tax, and interest deductions; depreciation; and taxfree cash upon refinancing (not necessary to sell asset to generate cash). The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 included substantial tax savings for those who buy, live in, renovate, and sell, allowing you to exclude tax on up to $250,000 of the gain from the sale of your principal residence. You may use the exclusion only once in two-year period. 8. Appreciation – In addition to cash flows, equity buildup, and tax advantages, the long-term real estate investor enjoys appreciation, probably the single most attractive



element of real estate investing. As you know, labor and material costs continue to increase (lumber and sheetrock prices have skyrocketed) and affordable land is becoming scarce. These dynamics combined with physical renovations and improvements you make to your property results in a higher market value . . . many times a substantially higher market value. So "Get Off Your Assets!" There are no perfect investments. However, with this many advantages, you should be creating your own realestate empire. I've heard all of the excuses: Changes in the economy, changes in supply and demand conditions, tax code revisions, and worldwide turmoil are dynamic risks that cannot be insured against. They can be reduced, however, by careful analysis before investing in a property and constant monitoring and analysis during ownership. To compensate for these risks, you simply expect a higher rate of return on your investment. Remember, investment. had bought $55,000 . . .



real estate wealth building is a long-term How many times have you heard, "I wish I that house twenty years ago . . . it was only I would be rich now."



The intangible and tangible advantages of investing in real estate as part of your diversified wealth building plan are overwhelming . . . Real estate should be a major part of your portfolio. Make it happen!



Billy has used his “in the trenches” experience as a real estate appraiser and investor for over 20 years to help others plan, start, and succeed as a real estate investor. He's bought single-family homes at foreclosure for as little as $15,000 and appraised one of the five largest malls in the country for over $400,000,000. He's bought and sold over $15 million in real estate and managed over $2 million in renovations. He has a Masters Degree in Real Estate & Urban Affairs from Georgia State University and a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He also holds a Florida Real Estate Brokers license and is President of Mack Lane Real Estate in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.



Find out more about him at:



www.MackLaneRealEstate.com 15



The Prosperity Bookcase You were born to be healthy, happy and prosperous. Accept this truth and it's simply a case of changing your mindset, and learning and living by the Spiritual Laws that govern abundance. Once you discover how these spiritual laws work, you can utilize them to manifest wealth, happiness, better relationships, more fulfillment, and vibrant health in your life. In the breakthrough five-book Prosperity Series, Randy Gage reveals the secrets that he used to transform his life and prosperity—from a high school dropout working as a dishwasher, to a successful multi-millionaire entrepreneur. You will explore the mindset you need to be prosperous, abundant and successful. You'll learn the psychological factors that



cause you to accept and manifest prosperity in your life—or sabotage your success and stay mired in lack. Most importantly, you will discover how to "switch over" from self-limiting beliefs, to supportive success ones. Specifically, how you have to think—to manifest great wealth and prosperity in your life. These short, but powerful books will teach you how to uncover and eliminate any self-defeating beliefs you have that are holding you back. Only then can you live your life in accordance with spiritual principles, to get the most fulfillment and joy in your life. You'll discover the secret to getting out of debt and building financial security.



The 7 Spiritual Laws of Prosperity It is your birthright to be healthy, happy and prosperous. Accept this truth and it's simply a case of learning and living by the 7 Spiritual Laws that govern abundance. In this breakthrough and insightful book, Randy Gage reveals the secrets behind harnessing these laws to manifest your own prosperity. You'll learn about each of these Prosperity Laws and discover how to: • Create a vacuum for good; • Use imaging to get what you want; • Find and keep your perfect soul mate; • Use creativity to get the bills paid; and • Attract money, health and harmony to your life!



101 Keys to Your Prosperity You are meant to be healthy, happy and prosperous. Once you recognize and accept this, it is simply a case of learning the principles that abundance is based on. In this insightful book, Randy Gage reveals 101 keys to manifesting that prosperity in your own life. You will move from lack consciousness to living in the light of true abundance. You'll discover: • What creates prosperity consciousness; • The universal laws that govern prosperity; • Why you should embrace critical thinking; • The secret to creating a vacuum for good; and, • What it takes to manifest prosperity on the physical plane. 16



Accept Your Abundance! Do you believe that it is somehow spiritual to be poor? One reading of this fascinating book will dissuade you of that belief fast. You'll understand that you are meant to be healthy, happy and wealthy. Prosperity guru Randy Gage cuts through the religious dogmas to reveal why becoming rich is your spiritual destiny. You'll discover: • Why poverty is a sin; • What may be keeping you from your prosperity; • Why being wealthy is your natural state; • The difference between the way rich and poor people think; and • How to attract and accept your true abundance!



37 Secrets About Prosperity In this landmark book, prosperity Guru Randy Gage unveils 37 little-known insights into the science of prosperity. Gage breaks it down into simple, understandable explanations, so you can apply the information in your life immediately to create your own prosperity. He distills how he went from a dishwasher in a pancake house to a self-made multi-millionaire. You'll learn: • Why most people remain poor; • How the rich leverage their prosperity; • Why you should emulate certain business models; • What separates broke, sick and unhappy people from the rich, healthy and happy ones; and, • How you can manifest prosperity in all areas of your life!



Prosperity Mind



Available from:



Prime Concepts Group



1.800.432.4243 | 316.942.1111 Or order online at:



www.ProsperityUniverse.com



How to Use the Power of Thought to Get Rich . . . Since Think and Grow Rich people have been fascinated with the power of the mind to accomplish great things. Now a recognized expert in human potential cracks the code on how you program yourself for prosperity! In this breakthrough book, prosperity guru Randy Gage reveals how you can actually program your subconscious mind to move from lack consciousness to prosperity thought. In it, you'll discover: • How to identify self-limiting beliefs that hold you back; • The 5 common expressions you probably use every day, which program you for failure on a subconscious level; • How to practice the "vacuum law" of prosperity to attract good in your life; • Imagining techniques to manifest things you want; and, • How you can actually program your own subconscious mind for riches!



Manifest Health, Happiness and Wealth in Your Life...



Live the Prosperous Life that is Your Birthright!



17



This is the prosperity manifestation map or "dream board" you've heard Randy discuss in his prosperity books, and on his Prosperity audio album. A prosperity map is a big poster that you fill with images of things you want to do, have and become. Seeing the images everyday programs them into your subconscious mind. This creates a desire within you to take the daily action steps that bring your dreams closer to reality. You see your prosperity in your mind first, then manifest it on the physical plane. Order your kit today, and start collecting magazines, brochures and other materials in the hobbies and areas you are interested in. Randy suggests you divide your map into sections, such as work, spiritual, relationships, etc. There are no rules for how you put things on the prosperity map, except that the image has to mean something to you. It doesn't matter if anyone else understands it. They don't need to. As long as you know what it means every time you see it. Get ready to have a lot of fun with this very powerful tool for manifesting your prosperity.



No excuses…



This prosperity manifestation map comes with complete instructions from Randy on how to get the best results, scissors, marker and glue stick, so you can start immediately. (Map dimensions are 22"x28")



Available from Prime Concepts Group, 1-800- 432-4243 | 316-942-1111 Or order online at: www.ProsperityUniverse.com 18



If you are responsible for sales or recruiting, this dynamic album will help you craft a compelling vision that pulls you toward your highest good. Twelve of the most successful leaders in the direct selling and network marketing industry join forces to create the most powerful resource on visioning ever produced. They share how they formulated their own vision, and also created a vision that inspires others to follow your lead. As soon as this album was released, it was hailed as one of the greatest self-development tools since Think and Grow Rich! It gets to the real root cause of success or failure—the vision you create for yourself. It's pleasing to your ego to assume your business is not growing because of outside factors and other circumstances. But the truth is—you are reaping the results of the vision you created! Your failure to reach goals is the result of a neutral or negative vision—just as the blessings in your life are the results of a positive vision. This is an immutable, unshakable universal law. Living the lifestyle of your dreams begins with crafting the vision of where you want to go. For without a clear, compelling vision you simply cannot achieve what you're truly capable of. And there simply is no better resource to help you create an empowering vision for yourself than this one. You'll learn how to craft your personal vision, how to design a vision big enough to encompass the visions of your people, and the steps to take on a daily basis to bring your vision to reality. You'll hear 12 complete programs on vision—recorded live—from 12 of the foremost experts in the industry. It would take you tens of thousands of dollars to assemble this faculty—you'll hear from all 12 of them, for less than a hundred bucks. This breakthrough album includes talks by: · Richard Brooke (Chairman of Oxyfresh) · Michael S. Clouse (Author of The Fifth Principle) · Rita Davenport (President of Arbonne International) · John Milton Fogg (Founder of Upline) · Matthew Freese (Founder of Envion) · Randy Gage (Author of How to Build a Multi-Level Money Machine) · Lisa Jimenez, M.Ed. (Author of Conquer Fear) · John Kalench (Author of Being the Best You Can Be in MLM) · John David Mann (Senior editor Network Marketing Lifestyles magazine) · Jan Ruhe (Author of Fire Up and MLM Nuts 'n Bolts) · Tom Schreiter (Author of the "Big Al" book series) · Tom Welch (Author of Work Smart, Live Happy)



Available in Audio CD or Cassette.



Build a Vision to Where You Want to Be! Available from Prime Concepts Group, 1-800-432-4243 | 316-942-1111 Or order online at: www.ProsperityUniverse.com
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Prosperous Living



| Building Wealth



Continued from page 6.



Now maybe you aren't into cars, but you like boats. Or helicopters and Armani suits are your thing. You get the idea though. Prosperity means living without fear of paying bills, scrimping by, or depriving yourself of the things that bring joy and meaning to your life. In my case that means a condo on the ocean, fast sports cars, season memberships to the Marlins, Opera and film festival, trips all over the world, playing on three softball teams, working when I want, wonderful people in my life and the time to spend with them, and a spiritual sanctuary that fulfills my needs. Let me tell you a story . . . I woke with the sun slowly washing across my face. As I do each morning, I began the day with the affirmation, "Thank-you God." This morning had even more meaning than usual, because I was in a bungalow nestled over the Pacific Ocean, at a resort on the island of Moorea, Tahiti. I climbed out of bed, picked up some bread I had left on the table the night before—and began dropping it through a window in my floor—to the ocean below. Instantly, fish of all colors and sizes darted into view and began to eat the scraps. There were purple fish with orange stripes, blue fish with yellow polka dots, green fish with orange markings, and every conceivable color scheme imaginable. In a week there, I saw at least 25 new kinds of fish every day. I bet if you stayed a year, you would still discover at least one new type of fish everyday. I was there with my Mastermind Council, conducting a Retreat. Since the Retreats are so powerful, we like to hold them in exotic, tropical or picturesque locales. Now a fascinating thing I noted . . . 20



There were only about twenty bungalows over the water, while there were about sixty along the shore. There were a few vacancies in the over-water bungalows, but the landlocked ones were full. Why? Because the water ones were about $550 a night, and the others were about $300. Most people wouldn't spring for the extra cash. Which is a trend I notice a lot of places. Watch people check into a hotel. They are offered an ocean view room for $225, and a "garden view" one for $189, and they usually choose the garden view. Or "mountain view," or "city view," or "pool view"—which in my experience, usually means the dumpster, parking lot, or loading dock view. You see it in condos too. My last place was on Biscayne Bay in South



the view. People save $20,000 on their unit when they buy it—and cheat themselves out of twenty years of enjoyment, beauty, and prosperity. Nowhere was this more apparent than on the Air France jet to Tahiti. It was something like a nine-hour flight, and I was horrified to discover—that most people were seated in Coach! Can you believe it? Now it turns out that the seat I was in costs about $5,000, and a seat in the back could be had for about $800. Or translated to a couple, an airfare of $10,000, versus $1,500 in coach, or a difference of $8,500. Now I know what you're thinking . . . You're probably wondering—with a difference of $8,500—how do they get anyone to ride in Coach? That's exactly what I was thinking too! I mean, if it was a lot of money or something . . . but since it was just a lousy eight grand . . . I mean—just a sec—you mean that's NOT what you were thinking? Wait a minute. OK, so I joke a little. But if you WERE thinking, "$8,500 extra, that's a little steep . . ." —consider that you may have "lack" programming that is holding you back. Consider that you may be going through life with a Coach mentality, and missing all the service, Moorea, Tahiti better meals and leg room Beach. I had a beautiful apartment, up in First Class. If I could impart overlooking the Marina, so I woke up one critical philosophy to you it each morning to see the sailboats would be this: bobbing in the bay. The real estate You have a Creator who wants agents called the other side of the you to ride in First Class. building the "ocean view" side. Which was quite amusing to me, since the Now, if you're like most people immediate view was a supermarket, a (meaning you suffer from lack tow truck company (so you could hear programming), you're thinking, "But lifts and car alarms going off all night), wait, do you realize what I could do and a veterinary hospital (who boarded with that extra money I would spend pets, so you could hear 25 dogs for a First Class ticket (or barking all weekend). oceanfront room, water view condo, a nice car instead of a broke-mobile, Now it is true that the ocean was in etc.)? I could feed the homeless, the background—if you had give it to my church, cure cancer, binoculars, and a chorus of buildings blah, blah, blah . . ." in the mile in between did not block



There's only one problem with that argument . . . It is built on the belief that there is only one $8,500. That you could spend it to fly First Class, OR do good work, but not both. It is based on the supposition that money is FINITE. Nothing could be further from the truth. Because you can spend $8,500 to fly to Tahiti AND send $8,500 to the orphanage. Money—like love, substance and other forms of prosperity—is INFINITE. All these resources can be infinitely replenished, simply by you manifesting more. Now we're using money as the metaphor here, but the principles we are discussing apply to all areas of prosperity. How many people are in abusive relationships and justify staying in them? Do you think you're serving the world by being in a negative relationship? Do you think it's Spiritual to be poor? Do you think you're doing God's work because you're driving that '83 Camry with 8track player in it? Let me share with you a secret: POVERTY SUCKS! Charles Fillmore shocked the religious community of his day when he declared that poverty is a sin. People today are still taken aback when I repeat it. But if you research the true meaning of sin, it means "to miss the mark." And when you are not experiencing prosperity in all areas of your life— you are missing the mark your Creator has for you. Poverty causes disease, disharmony, and death. It causes people to lie, cheat and steal. There is absolutely NOTHING spiritual about poverty. Now you could be thinking, "That's easy for Randy and those other rich people to say! What about me? I have a crappy job and I only make $23,000 a year. My boss is so cheap I haven't had a raise in two years." To which I would respond, "So what are you doing about it?" Now don't get me wrong. I'm not



suggesting that you charge an extra $8,500 on your credit card and fly to Tahiti when you're making $23,000 a year. But I am suggesting that if you're making $23,000 a year—it is because you chose to do so. You are the one who manifested your crappy job, your cheap boss, and your dysfunctional relationships. And only you can manifest better ones. In my faith we say, "God gives you the light, but you still have to turn on the light switch." The Quakers say, "As you pray, move your feet." In his landmark book Prosperity, Fillmore gets a basic premise across, right in the introduction. He tells us that we have a wise and competent Creator, who provided for all our needs. Two key points in this. 1) Our Creator provided for us with a spiritual substance, which is around us everywhere. And, 2) This substance responds to the mind of man. It is your thoughts that manifest the substance into day-to-day reality. As long as you were manifesting a job, why didn't you manifest one that paid $230,000 or $2,300,000 instead of $23,000? Since you were manifesting a relationship anyway, why not manifest one with your true soul mate who would enrich your life in immeasurable ways? Since you manifested waking up today, why not do it with optimum health? Here's what I know to be true . . . When you call the airline, they ask if you want to book in First Class or Coach. And they'll give you whatever seat you're willing to pay for. And that is the way life is. The only thing separating the Coach cabin from the First Class one is a curtain! All you have to do is pull it back and walk through. Everyday, you get a dozen chances to choose First Class or Coach.



Which one are you choosing?



Key #8: “If you have old debts you



never paid back—pay them forward.” Key #12: “Operate your life by the



philosophy of trading value for value.” Key #88: “Successful people start a



project expecting success.” Key #44: “You change your beliefs



when you allow yourself the luxury of critical thinking.” Key #21: “Wisdom is more important



than, money, jewels and precious metals, because wisdom will get you all of those things.” Key #7: “Plant seeds for your future



prosperity.” Key #18: “The words you speak



reflect the prosperity consciousness you possess.” Key #20: “True prosperity only



comes to those who seek it.” Key #79: “If you don't pay more now



for a pair of shoes than you used to spend on a car, your prosperity consciousness needs work.” Key #89: “Prosperity has almost



nothing to do with opportunities, chance, luck— or even training, education, or skill. It is your consciousness and beliefs that create those things.” Key #15: “The universe cannot put



good into your hand until you let go of what you are holding in it.” Key #38: “The



universe will give you your next assignment when you are overqualified for this one.” Excerpts from Randy Gage’s 101 Keys to Your Prosperity 21



The Prosperity Power Experience Weekend is a program unlike anything you have ever attended before. In this special weekend you will discover the psychological factors that cause you to accept and manifest prosperity in your life—or sabotage your success and stay centered in lack. You will learn what it takes to "switch over" from self-limiting beliefs to supportive success beliefs. How you have to think—to manifest great wealth and prosperity in your life. The Experience is an in-depth exploration of the mindset you need to be prosperous, abundant, and successful. This intense program is packed with activity from start to finish. By the time you leave on Sunday evening, you will be a changed person, open to receiving all the abundance that is your birthright.



At this fun, unique and breakthrough event, you'll discover: • Ways to release stress and trade it for inner harmony; • Why a common habit could be keeping you broke; • How a TV show you probably watch could be destroying your relationships; • How to attract your good; • How faith can manifest prosperity; • The two things that cause attraction; • How this applies to getting your perfect soul mate; • The real truth about tithing and prosperity; • How to break up lack and circulate for prosperity; • A forgiveness ceremony that can open up new avenues of p rosperity for you; • How to claim your good with a Prosperity Manifestation Map; and, • How using creativity can get all your bills paid!



The person you are when you leave will not be the same as the one you enter as. Once you've been exposed to these concepts and principles—once you've opened a bigger window—you can never regress into the same small-minded, lack-centered way of thinking again. Once you get a taste of the intoxicating freedom of Prosperity Consciousness, you can never go back. Join Randy for this powerful weekend of learning, inspiration, activity, music, fellowship, wisdom, and fun! You will vanquish the limiting beliefs and programming that have been holding you back all these years and breakthrough to health, happiness, and prosperity! 22



Visit our site or call 1-800-432-4243 or 316-942-1111 to learn more about the event and to find a location near you.



Reserve your seat before they are sold out.



Prime Concepts Publishing 1807 S. Eisenhower St. Wichita, KS 67209-2810 USA



Randy Gage’s Prosperity Resources Description



Item Number & Format



Price



The Midas Mentality: Expecting and Accepting Your Abundance 30-day step-by-step training program on what it takes to develop and grow wealth.



midas 30 CDs, 2 DVDs, Study Guide & Randy Jr. Desktop Coach CD-Rom



$997



Prosperity: How to Apply Spiritual Laws to Create Health, Wealth & Abundance in Your Life 8 cassettes or CDs



A28 cassettes A28CD CDs



$97



Dynamic Development Series 24 Lessons on Health, Abundance, and Success 24 audiotapes or CDs



V2V4S cassettes VDDS CDs



$247



Crafting Your Vision 12 cassettes or CDs



A30 cassettes A30CD CDs



$97



Map kit



$20



PS1 paperback books



$30



Prosperity Manifestation Map Kit Comes complete with instructions on how to get the best results, scissors, marker and glue stick. (map dimensions are 22”x28”)



The Prosperity Series (paperback books) • Accept Your Abundance • Prosperity Mind • The 7 Spiritual Laws of Prosperity • 37 Secrets About Prosperity • 101 Key to Your Prosperity The Prosperity Series Flash Cards MemCards™ Each of 28 cards focuses on one issue or point, briefly outlines it, and provides an inspirational quote to reinforce the point—all in a set of cards you can carry in your pocket.



MEMCRD-Pros



Get your prosperity tools today! Fill out the order form or visit www.ProsperityUniverse.com Customer Service: 1-800-946-7804 or (316) 942-1111



$7



Order in THREE Easy Steps! Our staff is ready to answer your questions and assist you with your mail or phone order. Please use this order form to organize your phone order before you call our toll-free number.



! Provide us with your shipping information:



" Call us! Fax us! or Order online!



Your Name _________________________________________________



Prime Concepts Group, Inc. 1807 S. Eisenhower St. Wichita, KS 67209-2810 USA Phone 1-800-946-7804 or (316) 942-1111



Address ___________________________________________________ City ___________________________ State ______________________ Postal Code _____________________ Country ___________________



Fax (316) 942-5313



Home Phone ____________________ Office _____________________ E-mail



www.ProsperityUniverse.com



_____________________________________________________



Payment Options: Credit Card, Check or Money Order



For shipments to an address other than your own, fill in below: Name _____________________________________________________ Address ___________________________________________________



No cash or CODs please. Visa



City ___________________________ State ______________________



Card Number



M/C



AMEX



Discover



________________



Postal Code _____________________ Country ___________________ Phone _____________________________________________________ Gift Card To________________________________________________



# Choose your quantity & shipping method Item Number



Product Title



United Parcel (UPS) IF YOUR ORDER TOTAL



$ 90.00 or under $100.00 -$200.00 $200.01- $300.00 $300.01- $400.00 $400.01- $500.00 $500.01 and over



2-Day Air PLEASE ADD



$11.60 $13.20 $16.20 $17.90 $20.50 $23.00 Shipping Charges Subject to Change



Ground PLEASE ADD



$ $ $ $ $ $



5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00



Card Expires Signature * If paying by check or money order, make payable to: Prime Concepts Group, Inc.



Quantity



For Alaska, Hawaii and Canada, figure the total of your order, plus the regular shipping cost, and add 10%.



Price Each



Shipping (See chart)



Sub-Total



For foreign and overseas orders, figure the total of your order, plus the regular shipping cost, and add 20%.



6.3% sales tax for Kansas residents



60-day - 100% money back guarantee on items returned in resalable condition.



TOTAL



Total Price
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KEYS TO THE GENERA OF ARANEID ORBWEAVERS (ARANEAE 

The female epigynum ventrally has a cop- ... The male palpus is rotated ..... species are minute, less than 3 mm. The male key uses genital characters for which a ...
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Maple Leaf Rag - Zebra Keys 

Mutopia-2004/01/02-23. This music is part of the Mutopia project: http://www.MutopiaProject.org/. It has been typeset and placed in the public domain by Chris ...
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Dedicated to Meeting Your Needs 

It will also certify that the system is set up and installed correctly, in the right environment, and ready for further operational qualifications and performance.
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This Emile Zola Le Ventre De Paris Vocabulary Keys To French Literature Volume II PDF on the files/S3Library-7e672-6fbe8-63531-Bb7d6-78e40.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for ad
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The Top 10 keys to effective, flexible management of others. 

10 List was created with the assistance of a number of Top 10 List subscribers who participated on the Create a Top 10 List TeleClass Marathon in June 1997.
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How To Use Your - Bushnell 

Les pare-brises et les vitres de voiture avec des matÃ©riaux mÃ©talliques intÃ©grÃ©s, tels que les dÃ©givreurs, ou les films de coloration pour vitre, peuvent dÃ©grader la ...
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International Education: Global Growth and Prosperity 

Source: OECD Education at a Glance 2012, table C4.7. .... Table 1.3: Estimated value of education exports to the UK in 2011. Â£m (2011 ...... The UK has a vibrant.
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Better Pilot: Keys to a Successful Forced Landing 

other hand, if you are flying someone else's airplane or a production aircraft, you must have a ... total engine failure on a dark, moon- less night. He tried to land ...
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Better Pilot: Keys to a Successful Forced Landing 

a Cessna 172 with an indicated stall speed of 38 knots ... Maneuver for the landing spot while troubleshooting ... the procedures advocated in the FAA. Airplane ...
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International Education: Global Growth and Prosperity 

issues in the higher education sector will bring renewed impetus and accelerated focus to this work. Providing brokerage and support for countries wishing to.
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Optimize your installations to reduce the environmental impact of your 

Act on the architecture and the arrangement of the installations to limit the inconveniences due to the wind. â€¢ Place ingeniously the obstacles to the wind (hedge, ...
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Maple Leaf Rag - Zebra Keys 

Mutopia-2004/01/02-23. This music is part of the Mutopia project: http://www.MutopiaProject.org/. It has been typeset and placed in the public domain by Chris ...
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